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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (46)

Dear Ciro,
could you verify that my next ALR for May 2012 is good for Legal
issues please? Boston,MA, USA.
Birth Data 24,Feb, 1968. 10:24AM. Oshkosh, WI, USA.
Also, I want to start a non-profit helping single moms like myself.
Can you suggest a good time to start this in 2012 please?
Thank you so much for all your wonderful work,
Julie

Dear Julie,
I often think about you and your splendid baby that is also a mascot
of this blog and I feel a lot of tenderness!
Your choice for Boston, to strengthen law, on May 2012, is good. If
you want you can subsequently improve it to Haiti:
- We leave Saturn out of the 5 ^ House
- We have to take Venus in 12^, but we put it joined to the Ascendant
- We leave the beautiful conjunction Sun-Jupiter in 11 ^
- We add Pluto in VII that could work in synergy with the Sun and
Jupiter in 11^
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To inaugurate your activity for single mothers, I recommends you
to make to coincide the birth of this nice initiative with your Aimed Lunar
Return of June to New York.
Go on so because you are very expert.

Boston May 2012 ALR For Julie For Law

Haiti May 2012 ALR For Julie For Law

Inauguration No Profit Activity For Julie Contemporarely To ALR New York June 2012
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Thank you Ciro!
I will go to New York June ALR. Can you tell me, can I start research
for my non-profit now, or should I wait and start everything on the June
LR?
Julie

Dear Julie,
you can prepare the work for the inauguration of June, also today, but
pay attention because some actions could be the job in total sense: for
example, if you are speaking with a mother that desires to enter in your
association and you give to her some advices about to compile some law
documents, it will be the birth of this your new work.
Best wishes.

***

Dear Ciro,
I bought your book "Aimed Solar and Lunar Returns (What can you
do when you cannot leave)" and plunged into it as soon as it arrived
today.
I am still struggling with couple of aspects that I find in my latest SR
1. Saturn opposition Sun
2. Mars in the 8th house (3 degree 45' 8th SR house; cusp of 7th and
8th house)
For the first your book suggests keeping a low profile; for the latter it
recommends being aggressive - starting "war", etc. I do feel quite angry
and aggressive, and had a recent row in a political meeting and afterwards
with a politician of some public standing.
Please suggest. I mostly feel a rage building inside of me, and a part
of me doesn't even care. Do you see any positive aspect in the ASR (or
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maybe I should call it mis-aimed SR, as I spent substantial amount, given
my monetary situation, to go to Edinburgh for the SR... :D ) or shall I
brace myself for the hard and nasty blows that life has in preparation.
Birth details - 13april 1975, 8.10am, Kanpur, India (26n28 80e20)
Solar Return (2012) - Edinburgh, Scotland (55n03, 3w11)
regards and thanks,
A.

Dear A,
first of all remember that in the Solar Returns and in the Lunar Returns
the aspects don't matter and therefore we allow to lose Saturn opposed
to the Sun.
The bad position indeed, besides the stellium in your First House, is
that Mars that contemporarily takes the VII and the 8^ House.
Yes, I recommend you to quarrel a lot, for the whole year, but I
recommend you not to quarrel in dangerous way.
You hold a low and constant profile.
Quarrel every day with a neighbor that dities the staircases or enroll
you in an association for the improvement of the life in your city and
make continuous interventions of attack to whom doesn't love enough
your city.
However this would be able not to be enough and I recommend a lot
you to enroll in a course of marzial art: karate or judo or aikido...
Finally not to be too worried because you don't have thousands of
enemies as me and surely you will survive to this position.
Best wishes

Dear Sir,
Thanks for you comments, I have been thinking of learning a martial
arts - this seems to be a fruitful time. The humour does help... I am sure
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I do not have thousands of enemies as you do and shall survive this year
or so.
Regarding relationship potential do you see any hope or do you have
any suggestions to improve the scope for this year? My SR venus seems
to be in the 5th house - that must be good.
regards, A.

Dear A,
I think that you will learn to control a lot your behavior, in this year,
and it could be an extraordinary scope to improve your next months.
Almost surely you will have one ore more breakdowns in your
relationships, but this fact can give you a new love.
Best wishes.

***

Dear Ciro,
I had my last SR in Hilo as advised. I will be in Asia (thailand) when
my 2012 birthday occurs and it may not be easy to go back to Hilo as I
understood might be advisable this year.
Is there a good place for me to be in my nexr SR that's close to
Thailad? Is it bad to have it in Thailand in 2012?
birth data: born 3rd nov. 1962, at 11:07, in Lyon, france, i'm female.
Thanks for your kind help.
Anonymous

Dear Female Anonymous,
it is possible, to Calcutta, India, for example, but it will be very veru
very different in relation to a very good ASR as Hilo of the last year...
Best wishes.
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Calcutta ASR 2012 For Female Anonymous Of Lyon

***

Hello Ciro and nice to meet you, too!
My birthdate is 2 July 1970 and I was born at 00:28 (12:28 AM) in
New York City, NY, USA. I am an actor and I am moving to Los Angeles
in one month but my solar return chart in Los Angeles looks difficult.
I need to travel for my birthday, and I was wondering if you had a
suggestion as to where to spend my birthday this year.
I'm having a hard time finding a good place to travel to.
Is Columbus, Ohio, USA okay, or do you think there's a better place?
Thanks!
Best, Victor from New York City

Dear Victor,
I advise you Sao Tome' Principe Island with a very good
conjunction Venus-Jupiter in the Tenth House and with Mars
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separated by Saturn.
Best wishes.

Sao Tome' Principe Island Africa ASR For Victor

***

Dear Ciro,
Is there a very safe and easy place for your English readers to download
Aladino??
Thank you,
Michael

Dear Michael,
here you can get a 900 MB file to change in a DVD by Nero Burning,
but it is a Demo because I don't sell Aladino out of Italy.
Best regards:
http://cirodiscepolo.homeip.net/download/rsma_inst.zip
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